Figure 5-1. iSBC™ 86/14/30 Board Jumper Location Diagram
NOTES: UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

1. PART NUMBER IS 483799-1XX.
2. THIS DOCUMENT PARTS LIST AND WIRE LIST ARE TRACKING DOCUMENTS.
3. WORKMANSHIP PER MIL-STD-001.
4. MARK ASSEMBLY, CARD NUMBER, AND REVISION LEVELS WITH PERMANENT CONTRASTING COLOR.
5. MARK VENDOR ID, WITH PERMANENT CONTRASTING COLOR, 2 HIGH, NON-CONDUCTIVE, APPROXIMATELY WHERE SHOWN.
6. PLACE ITEM ON solder SIDE OR DATA ON LOCATION, E.G., I.C. PADS SHOULD BE FREE OF ADHESIVE.
7. REFERENCE DESIGNATIONS FOR SOLDER PINS ARE PREFIXED WITH THE LETTER "Z" LINKED FOR CLEARITY.
8. SOCKET REFERENCE DESIGNATORS ARE THE I.C.
9. REFERENCE DESIGNATIONS PREFIXED WITH "E".
10. MARK PRODUCT CODE WITH PERMANENT CONTRASTING COLOR, 2 HIGH, NON-CONDUCTIVE, APPROXIMATELY WHERE SHOWN.
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